Developing a Tau-Based Drug to Fight Alzheimer’s Disease
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5 pm  Developing a Tau-Based Drug to Fight Alzheimer’s Disease. A Long and Winding Road in the Land of Amyloid.
Prof. Dr. Franz Theuring
Professor for Pharmacology and Toxicology at the Charité and Co-Founder of TauRx Therapeutics

Planning to found a life science company?
The transition from an academic research project to an established medical solution is a long and labor intensive process that can fail at various steps. What are the main challenges and common pitfalls that occur? What are the crucial steps to keep in mind? In this Online Entrepreneurial Forum Lecture Prof. Dr. Franz Theuring will tell us about his experience of working in pharmaceutical industry and founding a pharmaceutical company.
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SPARK-BIH is an initiative created at Stanford University, to overcome challenges associated with translation of academic discoveries.